A Brief History Of Cheshire Salt

The origins of the settlement at Nantwich date to Roman times when salt from Nantwich was
used by the Roman garrisons at Chester and Stoke-on-Trent as both a preservative and a
condiment. History of salt workings in - Northwich - Middlewich - Current salt. The history of
Cheshire can be traced back to the Hoxnian Interglacial, between , and The Romans developed
the settlements at Condate (Northwich) and Salinae (Middlewich) due to the importance as
their salt mines Salt was very .
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Winsford's history begins with the year old Cheshire salt industry. The rock salt deposits were
discovered in whilst local prospectors were searching for coal, which was needed to heat
brine-filled pans to make salt. When it was first opened the mine was known as Meadow Bank
Mine and had just two shafts. Salt-making in Cheshire dates back over years, when the salt
towns of Cheshire were first established by the Romans. Originally salt was extracted from the
ground by a series of natural brine pits. In the 17th century the first of a series of mines were
begun in the Northwich region but were exhausted around
(Cheshire -- Traditions and History, T.A. Coward, ) The salt tax was not abolished until ; once
removed, the industry greatly increased its output. Groundsure is proud to be the sole provider
of the Cheshire Salt Search report in Clarifies whether a property is in an area underlain by a
historical salt mine. Explore Cheshire's Unique Industrial Salt Archives. Winsford Library,
Saturday 14 th November pm. Specially selected items about. The arrival of the Normans
brought no immediate change to the salt making industry of Cheshire. The three “Wiches”
continued to be held equally by the King . The earliest record of rocksalt mining was in at
Marbury near Northwich, and for the following years the Northwich district dominated the
rocksalt trade .
Salt is the country's big talking point: not the kind we sprinkle on our chips, but the stuff we
spread on our roads. But where does it come from?.
Think of Cheshire and you might conjure up images of cheese, a grinning was part of my
family history and background but rather than the black stuff, Soon we were travelling feet
down to the salt seam in a lift which. Lion Salt Works: Fasinating history on the salt works in
cheshire - See traveler reviews, candid photos, and great deals for Northwich, UK. How
archive storage helps the UK's largest salt mine cope with a lack of He adds that the Cheshire
mine's naturally constant temperature.
Cheshire salt was known to the Celts and the Romans, but the will look firstly at the geology
of the Saltscape, the history of subsidence due to. 35 million years of London's geology is
preserved metres underground in a Cheshire salt mine. Home / History & Heritage Beneath the
UK's largest salt mine, DeepStore in Winsford is a natural, climate-controlled. Cheshire salt
mine is a fast-growing storage facility soon to be used for National Archive material.
At first glance, the history of Northwich's salt mining industry seems to fit perfectly into some
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of the gloomier molds that environmental historians have cast around.
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